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Join our talented team
by becoming a sponsor
By supporting Team Illusion, you are investing in the
futures of these bright students and contributing to
the development of a more diverse and equitable
STEM community.

https://teamillusion.org

https://teamillusion.org

Website

14800 Sweitzer Ln, Laurel, Maryland
Adress

TEAM ILLUSION

https://teamillusion.org/


Welcome to Team Illusion, a robotics club consisting of dedicated and
talented students from Prince George's County, Maryland. Our diverse
and inclusive community comprises members who are majority Black
and boasts high female and genderqueer participation.

Our mission is to foster an environment where students can develop
their passion for robotics, engineering, and technology. We aim to
equip our members with essential skills in problem-solving, critical
thinking, teamwork, and innovation while inspiring a love for robotics
and its real-world applications.

Introduction

About Team
Illusion
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Team Information

Team Illusion is an exceptional robotics club with an
extremely talented and perseverant team in the
fields of robotics and STEM, continuing to showcase
their commitment despite financial hardships. With
your help, we could ensure that we have the best
parts and equipment.

Your sponsorship could provide Team Illusion with the
funding to cover new computers, uniforms, travel
costs, and better robot parts. Together, we can create a
lasting impact and inspire others to reach for their
dreams.

https://teamillusion.org

Why Team
Illusion?
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Sponsorship Tiers

Bronze - $100+
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Company logo on club website for the season and social
media shoutout
Recognition in school newsletter

Silver - $500+
All Bronze Tier benefits
Company logo on club uniforms
Banner displayed at competitions

Gold - $1,000+
All Silver Tier benefits
Company logo prominently featured on uniforms

Feel free to send us stickers, badges, and other merch from your
company! We’d love to represent our sponsors in other ways, too!



Contact Information

Information on how to
make a sponsorship
commitment

Donate Now Talk to us

terry@teamillusion.org

You can donate to us directly
through HCB, our fiscal
sponsor.

You can access our HCB
page at this link:

https://hcb.hackclub.com/do
nations/start/teamillusion

Email
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Terry  is the official Treasurer
of Team Illusion. For any
questions or concerns, please
contact him via email.

Thank you very much for your consideration of
sponsoring Team Illusion! We are fiscally sponsored by
The Hack Foundation via HCB and share their 501(c)(3)
status.

If any documentation is needed, please contact our
treasurer.

https://hcb.hackclub.com/donations/start/teamillusion
https://hcb.hackclub.com/donations/start/teamillusion

